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Abstract: Intersections are basic bit of a urban road way framework and they altogether influence the operation and 

execution of the development structure. The accuracy of submersion stream qualities is of noteworthiness while choosing 

the farthest point of signalized crossing focuses. An expansive part of the Indian urban groups includes heterogeneous 

development piece, with bicycle and four-wheeler as the principle rate. Signalized crossing focuses are the most complex 

ranges in urban frameworks. Because of Unprecedented development of activity in the urban passageways, Increase in 

the movement clog, deferrals and mishaps, No legitimate arrangement for walkers and moderate moving vehicles at the 

Intersections, Occurrence of immersion streams at the crossing points there is a requirement for investigation of activity 

attributes at the crossing points and to gauge the immersion streams in order to discover the alleviating measures to 

lessen these activity issues and smooth development of movement along the halls. In this paper traffic flow characteristics 

at the signalized intersection has been measured relevantly and PCU values and saturation flow rates were estimated at 

the 20 various study intersections in the Mumbai city of India. The intersections such as 2,3,4,5,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,20 

are most congested intersections, here the capacity will be getting increases and speed of vehicles will decrease. 

Keywords – Composting, Biodegradation, Xenobiotic, Benzopyrene, Explosive oils. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

Intersections are critical piece of a urban street way system 

and they significantly affect the operation and execution of 

the movement framework. The precision of immersion stream 

qualities is of significance while deciding the limit of 

signalized crossing points. A large portion of the Indian urban 

communities involve heterogeneous movement piece, with 

bike and four wheeler as the main rate. Signalized crossing 

points are the most complex areas in urban systems. The 

operational states of such crossing points significantly 

influence the general proficiency of the whole transportation 

system in urban communities. The assessment of the present 

status and execution of signalized crossing points is one of 

the critical assignments in the administration and change of 

urban activity frameworks. Activity conveying limit of 

signalized crossing points is of major significance in 

outlining new convergences and altering existing ones. The 

immersion stream is utilized as the premise for the 

determination of activity sign timing and assessment of 

crossing point execution. The assessment of limit at 

signalized convergences is a vital segment in the best 

possible arranging, configuration, operation, and 

administration of urban street road system Capacity of 

signalized intersections as evaluated taking into account two 

parameters allotment of green time and immersion stream 

rate in movement building practice. The assignment of green 

time extent depends on activity interest, path and stage 

arrangements. On the other hand, the immersion stream rate 

is subject to territory, movement force and driving qualities.  

Passenger car units are traditionally used to represent the 

effects of changes in traffic composition on the saturation 

flows at traffic signal junctions PCU value depends on the 

following factors: Physical and mechanical, such as length, 

width, power, acceleration & deceleration and breaking 

characteristics of vehicles, Percentage composition of 

different classes of vehicle, Horizontal alignment, grade, 

location  Pavement surface condition, pavement type, 

pavement width, Environmental conditions , Climatic 

conditions, Control condition etc. Methods of Calculating 

PCU Value: Head way method, multiple linear regression 
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method, Simulation method, Semi empirical method, Density 

method, Walker’s method. The saturation flow rate is defined 

as the number of vehicles per hour that could cross the line if 

the signal remained green all of the time. It is not practical to 

measure this quantity directly in the field because the signal 

does not usually remain green for more than a minute or so 

on each cycle. Factors affecting saturation flow: Width of 

approach , One way or two way operation, Parking condition, 

Turning movements, Percentage of trucks and buses , Peak 

hour factors (ratio between the number of vehicles counted 

during the peak hour) , No. of pedestrians and cyclist crossing 

the intersection, Location, Control measures, Signs, Marking 

of approach lanes. 

SNO TYPE OF VEHICLE PCU 

1 PRIVATE CAR 1 

2 MOTOR CYCLE 0.5 

3 BICYCLE 0.2 

4 HORSE DRAWN VEHICLE 4 

5 BUS, TRACTOR, TRUCK 3.5 

II RIVIEW OF LITERATURE 

[1] Chang-qiao SHAO, J. R.-m. ( June 28 – July 1, 2011 ). 

Study on the Saturation Flow Rate and Its Influence 

Factors at Signalized Intersections in China . 6th 

International Symposium on Highway Capacity and 

Quality of Service Stockholm, Procedia Social and 

Behavioral Sciences 16 , 504–514. 

 At to begin with, the base conditions for signalized 

convergence are resolved alluded to the code for 

configuration of urban streets. On the base conditions, the 

activity information at signalized convergence were gathered 

and the base immersion stream rates are evaluated. 

Contrasted and the activity operational parameters, for 

example, immersion time progress and immersion stream rate 

on base conditions, the signalized crossing point limit impact 

elements, for example, movement piece, path width, 

methodology evaluation are broke down. Utilizing the 

information saw on the base condition, the base immersion 

stream rates are evaluated. For the immersion stream rate 

impact variables, just the activity organization, path width, 

methodology review and turn span are concentrated on in this 

paper. The traveler auto reciprocals are processed utilizing 

the time progress proportion strategy. The impacts of path 

width, methodology review and turn range on the immersion 

stream rates are dissected utilizing relapse technique. 

Henceforth, for every impact consider, the immersion stream 

rate model was produced.  

[2] Shang, H. ( 2014). Heterogeneous Lanes’ Saturation 

Flow Rates at Signalized Intersections. The 9th 

International Conference on Traffic & Transportation 

Studies (ICTTS’2014), Procedia - Social and Behavioral 

Sciences 138 , 3-10. 

 In this paper they led an activity overview on 36 

signalized crossing points inside the Beijing's Fifth Ring. 

Taking into account an extensive number of test information 

and exact factual examination, the prescribed immersion 

types of progress and the suggested immersion stream rates 

were given, including the right-turn path, the left-turn path, 

the through path, the through-right path, and the through-left 

path. These outcomes have been utilized and confirmed as a 

part of the continuous movement data frameworks of Beijing 

Traffic Management Bureau.. The Technique incorporated 

the deciding of start-up lost times, immersion types of 

progress and immersion stream rates of each watched vehicle 

line at every convergence. This was finished by recording the 

time from the begin of green time to the time every vehicle's 

back wheels crossed the stop line. This was done until green 

time or the line finished. With respect to immersion stream, it 

depicts the quantity of traveler auto units (pcu) in a thick 

stream of activity for a particular crossing point path bunch.  

[3] Vedagiri, P. D. (n.d.). ESTIMATION OF 

SATURATION FLOW OF HETEROGENEOUS 

TRAFFIC USING COMPUTER SIMULATION . 

Transportation Engineering Division, Department of Civil 

Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology Madras, 

Chennai, 600 036, India.  

  This study alludes to the activity conditions winning 

in India. The street movement in India is profoundly 

heterogeneous containing vehicles of far reaching static and 

element qualities and the whole vehicle have the same street 

space. Littler vehicles like mechanized bike and bike are 

transcendent and these offer the same street space with other 

bigger vehicles. Henceforth, there is trouble in forcing path 

discipline under such conditions and the vehicles possess any 

parallel position out and about relying upon the accessibility 

of space at a specific moment. As the accessible activity 

reenactment models depend on homogeneous movement 

conditions, where clear path and line order exists, it is 

unrealistic to apply the models to contemplate the 

heterogeneous movement stream attributes. Likewise, the 

exploration endeavors made to display heterogeneous activity 

stream are restricted in the degree and don't address every one 

of the perspectives thoroughly. Consequently, there was a 

need to create proper models to recreate the heterogeneous 

movement stream. As needs be a model of heterogeneous 

activity stream, named HETEROSIM was produced. The 

displaying system is disclosed quickly here to give the 
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foundation to the study. With the end goal of reenactment, the 

whole street space is considered as single unit and the 

vehicles are spoken to as rectangular squares out and about 

space, the length and expansiveness of the pieces speaking to 

individually, the general length and the general broadness of 

the vehicles. 

[4] Md. Mizanur RAHMAN, S. N.-U.-D. ( 2005). 

COMPARISON OF SATURATION FLOW RATE AT 

SIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS IN YOKOHAMA 

AND DHAKA . Proceedings of the Eastern Asia Society 

for Transportation Studies, vol 5 , 959 - 966. 

All information were gathered from the signalized 

crossing points situated in Yokohama city of Kanagawa 

prefecture of Japan and Dhaka, the capital city of 

Bangladesh. Seventeen methodologies of nine signalized 

convergences were chosen for this study. The chose crossing 

points of Yokohama and Dhaka, and their related qualities are 

condensed. For the majority of the chose crossing point 

approaches in Yokohama, vehicle developments were 

recorded by utilizing a convenient advanced camcorder 

framework. All field video tapings of activity developments 

were led in August to December, 2002. All information were 

recorded amid the morning top and the night top. Taking all 

things together, more than 100 cycles of movement 

information were gathered from Dhaka. Altogether, over 28 

hours of activity information were recorded on tapes for this 

study. At the end of the day, just units of movement 

containing continuous, straight-through vehicles ceased 

before entering a crossing point were considered as legitimate 

cases for the study. Time Code (TC) per user programming 

was utilized to gauge the degrees of progress of vehicle 

entering the crossing points. For the first vehicle of a line, its 

entering progress was taken to be the time slipped by between 

the begin of a green sign and the time at which the back 

guard of the vehicle cleared the stop line of the convergence. 

For different vehicles in the line, the entering types of 

progress were taken to be the slipped by time, back guard to 

back guard, as progressive vehicles passed a crossing point 

stop line. 

[5] Chu Cong MINH, K. S. ( October, 2003). ANALYSIS 

OF MOTORCYCLE EFFECTS TO SATURATION 

FLOW RATE AT SIGNALIZED INTERSECTION IN 

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES . Journal of the Eastern 

Asia Society for Transportation Studies, Vol.5 , 1211-

1222. 

In numerous papers numerous creators assessed the 

impact of cruisers on immersion stream rate of traveler auto 

in light of their relative positions. The creators ordered a few 

examples, which were diverse relative positions of bike to 

traveler auto, then utilized relapse examination to appraise 

how distinctive among these examples were regarding 

progress and start-up lost time. In any case, that strategy is 

very troublesome from down to earth use. For the most part 

the traveler auto likeness cruiser was found as 0.60 and 0.63 

for Hanoi and Bangkok separately; those qualities are high 

and ought to be re-evaluated. The creator evaluated start-up 

lost time by isolating two cases, position and number of 

cruisers before first auto in line. By the by, both connections 

between's start-up lost time and bike for all cases are low (R2 

= 0.14 and 0.15) and arrangement of movement stream is just 

traveler auto and cruiser modes. In these inquires about, the 

impacts of cruiser were displayed through their consequences 

for traveler auto, which is not a noteworthy means. In this 

manner, the outcomes are just noteworthy in the event that 

that cruiser rate is low. In the study zones, cruiser exhibits a 

key part in activity organization so it ought to be considered 

as a principle mode. In this paper, so as to beat the issue, 

heterogeneous activity stream is directed for all figures and 

examination, the impacts of cruiser are investigated in 

immersion stream rate, normal progress, and start-up lost 

time. The powerful elements connected with these deferrals 

are explored. A relapse model for conforming the impact of 

these elements is developed. Normal progress and cruiser 

limit information from these urban communities are 

computed and broke down autonomously with the same 

suppositions and methods. 

[6] Liu, C.-q. S.-m. ( 2012). Estimation of Saturation Flow 

Rates at Signalized Intersections. Hindawi Publishing 

Corporation Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society , 9 . 

     In this paper discharge headway data were collected 

at 11 signalized intersections in beijing. surveys were 

conducted at the morning and evening peak periods 7:00 to 

9:00 and 17:00 to 18:00  at weekdays by video cameras and 

the data were manually collected from the videotapes. 

through the videotaping, the time for each vehicle rear 

bumper passing the stop line was recorded and the time 

headway was calculated. in order to eliminate the eff ect of 

start-up and acceleration on the saturation flow rate, the first 5 

headways in each signal cycle were removed from the data. 

also, data which were apparently anomalous because the 

drivers are in distracted attention that causes the headway 

exceeded the normal ranges are eliminated. in addition, the 

signal cycle in which vehicles were seriously disturbed by 

pedestrians or bicycles is not included. a total of 1023 vehicle 

discharge headways were recorded. it is easily found that 

there are some deference in the queue discharge headways for 

different surveyed sites. These characteristics indicate that the 

distribution of queue discharge headway is likely 

unsymmetrical and the normal distribution function is not 
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appropriate to fit the headway data. the fact that average 

value of queue discharge headway is greater than the median 

value shows that more than 50% drivers will keep smaller 

headway than queue discharge headway. therefore, traditional 

saturation flow rate estimation method would underestimate 

the flow rates. 

[7] Choi, C.-H. S. ( September 1998 ). Saturation Flow 

Rate Estimation under Rainy Weather Conditions for 

On-line Traffic Control Purpose. KSCE Journal of Cival 

Engineenng, Vol. 2, No. 3 , 211- 222. 

In this paper information was gathered on two 

crossing points as, one in Seoul and the other in Suwor, by 

considering Four-leg convergences with 3 paths or more in 

one course, path width with 3.0 M or all the more, no side 

contacts, for example, transport stops and stopping moves 

along the methodologies, grievous blend with low substantial 

trucks, Thru-path ideally in one in the center, presence of 

vantage point for tape –recording. Initially it was suspected 

that competitor rituals would be effortlessly found, however 

that was not the situation. Convergences with adjacent lifted 

vantage point were elusive. On the highest point of it, the 

inconsistency of climate conditions, anticipated time and 

measure of precipitation frequently numerous field visits and 

made them worthless. Because of challenges experienced in 

information accumulation and knowing when to rain, just two 

crossing points were made accessible for investigations at 

present. Video recording was favored over - breach photo 

since it permitts simple and more effective information 

gathering and lessening procedure. 

[8] Partha Pratim Dey, S. N. (n.d.). Queue Discharge 

Characteristics at Signalised Intersections Under Mixed 

Traffic Conditions. European Transport \ Trasporti 

Europei (Year) Issue 55 , 8. 

This present paper exhibits the progress, rate, and 

quickening qualities of vehicles amid line release at 

signalized convergences in India. Estimation of precise 

immersion stream rate is the crucial building square in the 

administration of productive urban movement control. For the 

present study information were gathered present study 

information at distinctive signalized convergences of 

Bhubaneswar city, Odisha. The accompanying criteria were 

likewise contemplated amid the choice of convergences, The 

inclination for ordinary crossing points ought to be as level as 

could reasonably be expected, Standard path width ought to 

be accessible, the convergences ought to be free from the 

transport stops, stopped vehicles, the walker developments 

and any sort of side grinding, the lines of through movement 

ought to be sufficiently long, the line ought to contain for the 

most part all kind of vehicles. 

[9] Hossain, M. (2001). Estimation of saturation flow at 

signalised intersections of developing cities: a micro-

simulation modelling approach. Transportation Research 

Part A 35 , 123-141. 

A point by point study into the operation of 

signalized crossing points under blended movement 

conditions has been made utilizing the tiny reproduction 

method. Offbeat various relapse investigation has been made 

with the yield from MIXNETSIM model to assess the 

estimations of traveler auto reciprocals for diverse vehicles. 

From a straight different relapse investigation of the 

reproduction comes about, a mathematical statement has been 

created relating the immersion stream with the methodology 

width, turning extent, rate of non-mechanized and substantial 

vehicles. The mathematical statement and applicable 

discoveries exhibited in this paper could well serve as rules 

for assessing the immersion stream at signalized crossing 

points under blended activity states of creating urban areas. 

III OBSERVATIONS 

Regression Analysis is a statistical process for 

estimating the relationships among variables. It includes 

many techniques for modeling and analyzing several 

variables, when the focus is on the relationship between a 

dependent variable and one more independent variables.  

1. Collection of 3 hours sample traffic data from 20 various 

intersections through classified volume count (CVC). 

2. We performed regression analysis on that data by using 

SPSS Software. 

3. Based on the regression analysis, the equation was 

obtained. 
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Equation Obtained:          

  t= 97.782+(0.194*two wheelers) (0.239*cars)+(0.136*private buses)+(0.238*public  buses)+(0.117*Trucks)+(0.126*Taxi)-

(0.210*AUTO)-(0.03*Lorry) Where t= saturated green time (s);  

1.From regression analysis, the PCE values of Two-wheeler, private buses, public buses, Trucks, Taxi, lorry are obtained lately 

when the coefficient of Two wheeler, private buses, public buses, Trucks, Taxi, lorry are divided by the coefficient of passenger 

car respectively From regression  

analysis. The saturated green time is divided by the total of the number of different vehicular groups, converted into passenger 

car units, to the average headway. The formula is shown as below   

H = t/n1p1+n2p2+n3p3  

 p1, p2, p3: the PCE values 

 n1, n2, n3: number of vehicles in each group crossing the approach during the time t. 

The saturation flow is then obtained as:  3600/H (PCU/h/lane)     
 

CALCULATIONS 
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IV CONCLUSION 

The immersion stream and level of administration 

were computed previously. The crossing points, for example, 

2,3,4,5,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,20 are most congested 

convergences, here the limit will be getting increments and 

speed of vehicles will diminish.  

Some of the solutions for take care of this issue are: -  

a) Increasing of green time  

b) Increase of asphalt width  

c) Construction of flyovers 
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